CHAPTER 20
ACCESSORIES
Accessories have a much more important role in decoration than
the average person realizes. They are the elements that bring
charm, individuality, and vitality to a room. The right accessories
help to stress the decorative idea of a room; they can be the ulti-
mate expression of the style of furnishing that is employed; they
can portray the very essence of the theme of a home. Without
accessories it might be difficult to achieve a positive effect. In the
accessories a home maker has also a special opportunity to express
her originality and personality.
Furnishings depend so much upon accessories for charming ef-
fects that it is possible for the very same furniture to appear un-
interesting in the model apartment of a furniture store but distinc-
tive in a home when accompanied by well-chosen accessories.
Decorative accessories supply the indispensable finishing touches
to a room, as dress accessories do to a costume. Like dress acces-
sories, too, they are not chosen for their beauty alone but for what
they can do to promote the appearance of the ensemble, the
costume or the room as a unit.
Accessories should be placed at the important points in a room.
There they create focal centers to give the eyes pleasant resting
places. By holding the attention at the points of interest, they
simplify and unify the design of the room.
Only objects of real beauty and expressiveness are worthy of
such emphasis in a home. They should not be slighted in the bud-
get or be regarded as extravagance, for whatever is expended for
them will show to excellent advantage. On the other hand, it
should be remembered that they will probably be replaced in less
than five years. Accessories should certainly not consist of the
small odds and ends that are accumulated by the average house-
hold without premeditation if the owner wishes to achieve beauty
and character in her home.
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